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 Human gender recognition is an essential demographic tool. This is reflected 
in forensic science, surveillance systems and targeted marketing 
applications. This research was always driven using standard face images 
and hand-crafted features. Such way has achieved good results, however, the 
reliability of the facial images had a great effect on the robustness of 
extracted features, where any small change in the query facial image could 
change the results. Nevertheless, the performance of current techniques in 
unconstrained environments is still inefficient, especially when contrasted 
against recent breakthroughs in different computer vision research. This 
paper introduces a novel technique for human gender recognition from  
non-standard selfie images using deep learning approaches. Selfie photos are 
uncontrolled partial or full-frontal body images that are usually taken by 
people themselves in real-life environment. As far as we know this is the 
first paper of its kind to identify gender from selfie photos, using deep 
learning approach. The experimental results on the selfie dataset emphasizes 
the proposed technique effectiveness in recognizing gender from such 
images with 89% accuracy. The performance is further consolidated by 
testing on numerous benchmark datasets that are widely used in the field, 
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Automated soft biometrics identification has attracted a great deal of attention in the past era. This 
was primarily related to the uprising dependence on surveillance systems that produces enormous volumes of 
data that need to be examined [1], [2] in an off-line manner. Furthermore, it is possible to obtain soft 
biometrics without subject participation from low quality videos/images, making them highly valuable [2]. In 
addition, people normally utilize these soft biometric to identify each other [1]. Finally, in today’s social era, 
images are described digitally while vast users are interested in their semantic content. However, it is difficult 
to find correspondences between the digital and semantic level [3]; this is where gender, as a soft biometric, 
plays a very important role, due to its close relation to the semantic level [4]. 
The human facial area is a core demographic attribute that effectively helps in gender recognition 
[4] and has been extensively studied since 1990 [5]. The gender recognition issue is always considered a  
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two-class problem in which a standard input query face image is analyzed and assigned to either male or 
female class [6]. Broadly, facial pictures are presumably the most widely utilized soft biometric to identify 
individuals [7]. Thus, numerous field specialists depended on facial examination for gender recognition. This 
was fully experimented besides outer face region landmarks, i.e., hair and beard shape, that positively 
assisted the recognition process [8]. Conclusively, the aforementioned research style has always been the 
common work scenario for the standard gender recognition work from facial photos. Sample standard face 
images are shown in Figure 1 for illustrative purpose. A diverse sample of standard face images depicted 
from the CAS-PEAL-R1 [9], FERET [10], LFW [11] and NIVE [12] datasets that depicts full faces in 
controlled environment. The images were shot over a textured background, mostly cinematic lighting 






Figure 1. Sample standard face images 
 
 
However, in the recent years gender recognition became more challenging, especially when dealing 
with unconstrained real-world photos [13] which depicts full/partial occluded frontal facial images that 
depicts extreme viewing angles. This situation is best illustrated in the contemporary selfie photos, which are 
hard to analyze using the systematic facial-based approaches [14]. This is due to their variable resolution, 
extreme occlusion, and deformation, induced by the real-life situations they were recorded in. The case 
becomes harder when it is required to perform a specific demographic analysis on such selfie images, 
because they are not photographed in the best capturing conditions, i.e., neither a textured background nor a 
controlled lighting. Despite recent advances in machine learning (ML) methods, the issue is still problematic, 
mainly due to ML sensitivity to variations in the facial area and the infinite changes [15] that could be 
noticed in selfie images, i.e., tattoos and emojis. 
This research paper’s main contribution is introducing a solid convolution neural network (CNN) 
network model that identifies human gender from a selfie image. The introduced deep learning approach uses 
a transferred learned knowledge harvested from the ImageNet dataset [16] (1𝑀 images). This is beside to 
new group of kernels and features acquired from the selfie image [17] dataset itself. The use of transferred 
learning in conjunction with newly acquired function maps, repays for the unconstrained dynamic nature of 
selfie photos. This shapes the deep learning model to better identify gender compared to state-of-art 
approaches. Eventually, the obtained research outcomes present a robust benchmark for selfie images gender 
recognition utilizing deep learning approaches and leaves a space for any future enhancements. 
The remainder of this research paper is structured as follows: section 2.1 covers relevant 
background work on selfie photos as a recent topic in the field of computer vision (CV). Section 2.2 presents 
and addresses relevant literature work on gender recognition. The contributed CNN model is presented in 
section 3. The experiments and testing protocols are discussed in the section 4. The paper is eventually 
concluded in the section 5. 
 
 
2. LITERATURE BACKGROUND 
2.1.  Selfie images 
Since the proliferation of smart-phones and the invasion of social media websites, e.g., Facebook, 
and Instagram, selfie images became a major aspect in our life. Selfies are self-portraits usually taken and 
shared on social media, as a means for people to introduce/express themselves to the world [17]. The 
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dramatic rise in selfies gave it a big-data dimension and forced its presence as a newly formed CV research 
area. Furthermore, conventional computer vision approaches were not able to tackle selfies successfully. This 
is due to two major causes: i) their non-standard method of recording makes them often vulnerable towards 
severe occlusion of facial/body landmarks and ii) their big-data aspect, which makes hand-engineered 
features costly to extract and may not extrapolate in such quantities [3]. In addition, these selfies may depict a 
facial side-view with artificial effects or stamped emojis, i.e., cartoon moustache. These issues contribute to 
the toughness of gender recognition from such selfie photos. A collection of selfie photos that visualizes part 





Figure 2. A group of sample selfie photos [17] that shows the dataset common problems, such as 
occlusion, artificial effects, and side-face/partial-face view 
 
 
To further quantify the selfie dataset problems, it was processed using the famous Viola and Jones 
[18] face detector. This is to further highlight its poor performance under the standard facial recognition 
algorithms (common core part for gender recognition algorithms). The maximum reached detecting accuracy 
was 32% compared to 100% on FERET, CAS-PEAL-R1 and LFW, as shown in Table 1 (based on a subset 
of each dataset). Noting that, FERET, CAS-PEAL-R1 and LFW and are fully standard datasets widely used 
for facial analysis and depicts standard frontal faces. For demonstration purpose, Figure 3 shows the face 
detection result on the 16 images depicted earlier in Figure 2, where the detection performance is very poor 
on such unconstrained dataset, as only 5 successful attempts  
 
 
Table 1. Face detection accuracy on multiple facial analysis/verification benchmark datasets compared to the 
selfie images dataset 
Dataset Face detection accuracy (%) 
LFW [11] 100 
FERET [10] 100 
NIVE [12] 31 
Caltech WebFaces [19] 92.8 
CAS-PEAL-R1 [9] 100 
Adience [20] 93.5 





Figure 3. Face detection results on the 16 sample selfie images from Figure 2 
 
 
From a researcher perspective, selfies were almost never seen in CV work, as they were mostly 
connected to psychology research studies [21]. From the CV viewpoint, selfies were analyzed with respect to 
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various demographic attributes, i.e., Asian, senior, and young, where HOG and SIFT, features were used 
identify these attributes. However, the achieved performance was limited, i.e., <38% and <34% accuracy for 
gender identification using HOG and SIFT respectively [17]. 
Selfie images are, without a doubt, a modern-day global craze that is extremely sophisticated and 
special case in computer vision field, dignified to be analyzed. This will facilitate unlocking the underlying 
profit of such massive quantities of available selfies (»24-billion photos [4]). Furthermore, their 
unconstrained nature contributes to build a better gender recognition system. This may help to enhance 
current surveillance systems in circumstances where surveillance footage is being examined to identify a 
particular suspect with certain demographic attributes that are related to the gender. 
 
2.2.  Gender recognition from facial images 
The traditional historic approach of gender recognition requires features extraction from standard 
face images [10], [22], followed by merging these features to build a heuristic model to inspect the gender 
[23]. Broadly, gender recognition techniques can be grouped into either i) geometric or ii) appearance-based 
strategies [24], as illustrated in Figure 4. The first strategy intends to portray anthropometric estimates, for 
example, confront width/length and distance between the eyes [25]. The second strategy depicts the surfaces 
of facial skin where furrows and bulges are present. In general, both methods are on 2D hand-crafted 
features. However, 2D features depict some limitations. This is related to the dynamic environmental and 
experimental factors as illumination condition and head pose. Recently, there have been several attempts to 
use 3D features [25] to pump the effectiveness of current gender recognition techniques. However, such 
techniques require the affordability of 3D imaging devices or the construction of 3D face models, which is 
expensive in either case, and even inapplicable for the case of selfie images that depict other visible body 
parts in contrast to the facial area. Later, a different approach was taken considering the popularity of using 
SVM as a strong and reliable classifier. SVM was attempted over various popular face-applied descriptors, 
i.e., low plasticity burnishing (LBP) [10], LBP and HOG [25], fisher vectors [25] or even raw-pixel data [20]. 
Though, the ability of SVM-based approaches saturated to a very good levels, but the bulk of the work used 
standard full facial images in ideal/near-ideal conditions. This is clearly not the case of the targeted selfie 





Figure 4. Classification of classic gender recognition techniques. Inner images credits are for [26], [27] 
 
 
Recently, there were numerous attempts to use CNN to recognize gender [28]–[30] from  
“in the wild” images. However, the results did not cross an accuracy borderline of 88% in the best case [29]. 
Moreover, those in “in the wild” images were often clean; with respect to viewing conditions and depict 
attention from the subjects being photographed [20]. Also, the bulk of previous CNN models requires special 
pre-processing for the input source image, such as cropping and face alignment [26]. Such pre-processing 
was not contributive for unconstrained images and added an extra computational load on the system 
performance [31]. 
Conclusively, hand-crafted features utilize the available domain-specific knowledge towards more 
accuracy performance. However, this type of features requires robust initial pre-processing, e.g., face 
alignment [20]. This adds an additional computational load [31], and any drop in this initial pre-processing 
affects the overall system performance. Furthermore, the current SVM-based techniques are incapable of 
fully handling “in the wild”/unconstrained images. Thus, their performance will be worse with selfie images, 
due to their extreme and true unconstrained imaging nature, as illustrated in the previous section. However, 
CNN models might have promising results in inspecting gender from selfies, where the network might learn 
features that belongs to the full image not only the facial area. This includes features from the internal  
(eyes/nose/mouth) and external (head/ears/chin) face zone. Moreover, the CNN may make use of contextual 
features that are not considered as a part of the face zone, i.e., breast size, shoulders’ size, clothing style, 
number of tattoos and any other features the network might learn during training. 
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3. RESERCH METHOD 
CNNs is a breakthrough advance in artificial intelligence that changed the entire related CV research 
[1], [32]–[34]. These CNNs use comparatively less pre-processing than other methods that utilizes feature 
extraction and description. A typical CNN network is entirely responsible for creating its own filters for 
unsupervised learning. This is in contrast with other conventional algorithms that rely on selective  
pre-processed hand-crafted features. Furthermore, the availability of enormous, labelled archives of data, i.e., 
ImageNet, enabled CNNs to learn and infer valuable features’ formations, which rendered a non-precedent 
breakthrough in various pattern recognition tasks that even exceeded human performance [2]. In addition, 
using a bit of network reshaping, these inferred representations and/or features could be surprisingly reused 
and applied to a newly different problem. This is applicable if exists a new dataset smaller than the source 
dataset that were utilized during the initial CNN model training [35]. In spite of the transferred learning, yet 
still some significant modifications and full training to be carried out to the original network model to suit the 
new task. The new parameterization and training phase might yet still prolong to multiple weeks, where the 
new network need to iterate through every example of the training data to learn new features, remap previous 
ones and adjust the last fully connected group of layers [35]. Thus, the primary goal of this research study is 
to use the CNN capacity in transferred learning. Hence, we introduce the network architecture depicted in 





Figure 5. An outline structure of the proposed gender recognition deep learning model 
 
 
The deep learning core operation is applying a series of convolutional operations on the input query 
images followed by aggregating layers to produce the resultant feature maps. The convolution step is 
illustrated in (1): 
 
(F ⊛ V)(i, j) = ∑∑V(m, n)F(i − m, j − n) (1) 
 
where 𝐹 is the input query image and 𝑉 represents the 2-dimensional convolution matrix, and ⊛ acts as the 
convolution operator that rolls over the input image. Mathematically, the transferred learning process is 
formulated through identifying a source domain problem with specific data in this way: 
 
𝐵𝑆   =  {(𝑤𝑆1 ,  𝑘𝑆1 ), … , (𝑤𝑆𝑛𝑆  ,  𝑘𝑆𝑛𝑆)} (2) 
 
The data instance 𝑤𝑆𝑖 ∈  𝑊𝑆 and the associated class label is 𝑘𝑆𝑖 ∈ 𝐾𝑆. The target domain data is defined as 
𝐵𝑇 = {(𝑤𝑇1 , 𝑘𝑇1), … , (𝑤𝑇𝑛𝑇 , 𝑘𝑇𝑛𝑇)}, where 𝑤𝑇𝑖 ∈ 𝑊𝑇 is the data instance and 𝑘𝑇𝑖 ∈ 𝐾𝑇 is the associated 
class label. However, commonly: 
 
0 ≤ 𝑛𝑇 ≪ 𝑛𝑆 (3) 
 
where 𝑛𝑆 are the target data (selfie images), which does not exist in equal quantity as 𝑛𝑇, ImageNet in this 
scenario. Transfer learning targets enhancing the knowledge of a predictive function ℎ𝑇(∙) of a specific target 
domain problem 𝐵𝑇  considering the knowledge extracted from the initial source domain problem 𝐵𝑆 using 
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The function ℎ(∙) represents the objective predictive function that is learned from the associated 
training pairs of data {𝑤𝑖 , 𝑘𝑖} ≡ {𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒, 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙}, where 𝑤𝑖 ∈ 𝑊 and 𝑘𝑖 ∈ 𝐾. Hence, the feature space is 
expressed by 𝑊, and the label space is expressed by 𝐾. The introduced gender recognition CNN architecture 
is inspired by the well-known AlexNet [36]. AlexNet is a kind of feed forward CNNs that was fully trained 
over the ImageNet dataset. The standard AlexNet network embodies eight major layers (five convolution and 
three fully connected). This network was able to classify query images into thousand various object 
categories, as food, plants, materials, and numerous animals. Thus, the network earned sufficient knowledge 
of dense and various feature representations, which makes it an excellent starting core for the introduced 
gender recognition CNN model. 
The original AlexNet require an input RGB images of dimensionality 224×224. This was altered  
to 227×227 during the data augmentation phase, in accordance with the new selfie images dimensionality. 
Furthermore, the AlexNet contains an output layer of thousand neurons, corresponding to the individual 
ImageNet [16], [36] internal object classes. Hence, as a part of the rectification step the final three layers 
were fine-tuned to fit for the tackled gender classification problem. This was done by replacing these layers 
with a full connection (fc) layer plus a SoftMax layer and an output layer (binary classification, i.e., 
males/females). This fine-tuning step enables the network to infer the required bias and specifics of the selfie 
data, which contributes towards robust recognition performance. Additionally, to counteract overfitting, due 
to the selfie dataset limited size; two dropout layers (randomly 50%) were added to the network. Figure 6 
shows the implementation details of the entire CNN network layers after adjustments. The following section 






Figure 6. The proposed selfie images gender recognition CNN internal implementation details  
 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The performance of the proposed CNN model for gender recognition in unconstrained selfie images 
is investigated in this section. Section 4.1 introduces the selfie dataset characteristics. Section 4.2. presents 
the steps and details of network training stage, besides the experimental part and its findings in section 4.3. 
 
4.1.  Dataset 
The experiments in this research were performed using the only and first selfie images dataset [17] 
(as far as we are aware). The selfie dataset consists of 46,836 pictures that was selected from an 85 k pictures 
harvested from the web. Every image within the dataset contains one face image, wherever all the multiple 
faces pictures were excluded by the creators of the dataset. (However, during our experiments multiple faces 
images were found, but they only represent 0.25% of the total dataset size and did not affect any of the 
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reported results). The dataset is annotated with thirty-six completely different attributes scattered across 
many classes, such as gender, age, race, face-shape, accessories, and many other attributes. Figure 2 shows a 
diverse collection of selfie photographs that belongs to this dataset. 
 
4.2.  Network training stage 
The randomized translation phase is required to alleviate the data positional bias, as most of the 
selfie photos are mostly centered. Furthermore, the selection of ±30 range reduces the effect to ∼10% of 
each image size, which is a standard procedure [37]. These pre-processing steps are regularly applied to the 
entire dataset at runtime to fictitiously expand its volume using label-preserving techniques [38] with 
minimum computational/memory load.  
Throughout the network training phase, a gradient descent of type stochastic was used with ten 
examples as the patch-size. The momentum and weight decay values were set to 9 × 10−1 and 4 × 10−4 
respectively. The selection of such small value for the weight decay is essential for a correct learning process, 
as it minimizes the network’s training error. The entire experiments and results were performed with an Intel 
Core i7 computer occupied with 16 gigabytes of working RAM. The training duration lasted for 480 hours 
(≡20 days) to loop through the whole training dataset (original+augmented=∼150k) and reshape the 
network intrinsic parameters according to the newly data. The following section introduces and analyses the 
proposed CNN model performance regarding the gender recognition task in unconstrained images. 
 
4.3.  Network performance 
This section introduces the procedure in setting up experiments to evaluate the proposed network 
model and analyzing the obtained results. The mostly common experimental data setup was followed, the 
dataset was split randomly by considering 70% of the data to training stage and 30% to validation stage. 
Because the selfie dataset has no previously established test-set split, the aforementioned split does not affect 
any of the findings. Furthermore, the accuracy metric [39] is adopted (5), as commonly used in literature to 











Where the count of test-set categories is 𝐾, while 𝑁 is the testing queries number. 𝐼𝑘(𝑦) is a binary 
function, which assigns to one when 𝑦 = 𝑘, 𝐼𝑘(𝑦) = one, otherwise assigns to zero. 𝑦?̂? and 𝑦𝑖  are the 
predicted and true labels consecutively of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ sample respectively. In addition, the validation-loss metric 
is also adopted in the experiments. This is to further provide an additional consolidation measure about the 
presented model performance. This metric quantifies how good the presented network model is generalizing 
to unseen data, (6) shows the loss function. Where 𝑌𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑  is the network prediction associated with the 
ground truth values 𝑌𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒. 
 
𝐿𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = ∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ((𝑌𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 , 𝑌𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑)
2
)𝑁𝑖=1  (6) 
 
The network achieved 89% accuracy on the selfie dataset with 5−1 log-loss, as shown in Figure 7. 
Practically, this is a good result knowing that the human ability to identify gender is 95% [23]. Such result 
confirms that the learned features from the ImageNet repository are quite sufficient to generalize to the selfie 
data. However, a large share of this result is related to the additional feature-maps that were reformed 
throughout the model training stage.  
The introduced CNN model’s output is also contrasted to five benchmark baselines in order to 
highlight its solid performance. The chosen benchmarks represent the current research directions in gender 
recognition work: Namely i) hand crafted-based approaches and ii) CNN-based approaches. The three-hand 
crafted-based approaches are dense HOG3D [17], dense SIFT [17] and a numerous group of features 
extracted from beard, moustache, forehead, face shape and cheek that are fused through a series of AdaBoost 
classifiers. For CNN based techniques they are expressed by the modern Google TensorFlow teachable 
machine [40] that is powered by Google TPUs and MXNET CNN that represent the stat-of-art in facial 
analysis work [41]. 
The results depicted in Figure 8 confirms the proposed CNN model robust performance, as it  
per-formed better than hand crafted based approaches with 54.6±2.8% and 1.05±0.6% for the CNN based 
approach. Furthermore, in order to highlight and confirm the effectiveness of transferred learning, the 
experiment was repeated using GoogLeNet [37]. GoogLeNet has a totally different structure compared to the 
AlexNet model, i.e., Inception Modules [37], and also had learned different feature representations 
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considering the ImageNet data. Similarly, GoogLeNet had to go through the same tweaking as the proposed 
CNN model, i.e., layers adjustment and training. The network scored an accuracy score of 87.9%, as depicted 
in Figure 9, which is comparable to the proposed AlexNet based model. This result confirms the benefit of 
transferred learned and highlights the power of deep networks to recognize gender from those very  










Figure 8. A comparison of the proposed CNN gender recognition model's performance versus hand-crafted 
baselines and CNN-based baselines 
 
 
Furthermore, the proposed network model’s accuracy performance was confirmed using seven 
additional popular benchmark facial-analysis datasets. The first dataset: CAS-PEAL-R1 [9], is a well-known 
Chinese facial dataset, which contains a collection of 99594 images captured from 1040 individuals  
(445 females and 595 males). The second: FERET [10], is a common face analysis dataset that contains 
14126 images from 1199 subjects and another duplicate set of 365 images as well. The third: NIVE [12], is a 
facial expression examination dataset, captured from a collection of 215 test subjects mimicking various 
facial expressions. The fourth: LFW [11], is a face verification public dataset that contains 13233 images 
collected from 5749 different subjects. The fifth: Caltech [19] embodies a total of 10524 image faces that 
were collected from the internet. The sixth: Adience [20], is composed of 26580 images that belong to 2284 
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different subject. It is widely used for gender recognition and age estimation. It depicts an extreme variety in 
terms of gender, including a large quantity of children and a lot of images with very low resolution. The last 
dataset is an artificially synthesized version of the public MS-Celeb [42] dataset (47917 image). These 
datasets all show male and female figures with large intra/inter class variations that consolidates the reached 
result. This experiment was performed following the recommended cross-fold validation setting for each 





Figure 9. The proposed CNN gender recognition model performance using AlexNet versus GoogLeNet 
 
 
The proposed model gender recognition performance on the aforementioned group of benchmark 
datasets is depicted in Figure 10. The result shows an average accuracy of 95.01±3.1% over LFW, FERET, 
NIVE, MS-Celeb, CAS-PEAL-RI, Adience and Caltech WebFaces datasets. Finally, in order to have a better 
understanding of internal network learning, Figure 11 shows a visualization of the first layer learnt 
convolutional kernels. The figure reflects the network ability to learn various constructive components of 
images such as edges and color blobs. This is plus a rich group of orientation/frequency filters, which 





Figure 10. The performance of the introduced CNN model on seven public datasets. The selfie dataset is 
added to the figure for comparison 
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Figure 11. Initial convolutional kernels learned by the first convolutional layer versus the final fc Layer  
 
 
Regarding the introduced CNN model qualitative performance, Figure 12 shows a random set of 
selfie photos that were classified using their gender ground-truth annotation through the introduced network 
model. The result shows the robust performance of the introduced deep learning CNN model, as it has learnt 
a rich group of features to inspect the gender in these unconstrained selfie photos. However, in some limited 
cases, the network cannot classify the type of input query image. For example, in Figure 12, the image 
indexed at position 1×8 (row×column) was mistakenly classified as female. This was due to the inevitable 
occlusion in the picture caused by the horse subject. The same occlusion issues apply to the image indexed at 





Figure 12. An example images from the selfie dataset that were classified using the introduced deep 
learning network model. Wrong predictions are marked by a red square 
 
 
4.4.  Data pre-processing effect 
The full past results were performed on the selfie dataset without any attempted pre-processing  
(it is commonly to perform pre-processing in related literature). This is related to the CNN capability to use 
images at their raw format. However, this section investigates the effect of data pre-processing on the 
accuracy performance of the proposed network model. Practically, there are various pre-processing steps that 
could be applied, but only detection-based pre-processing is adopted for this experiment. The famous Viola 
and Jones face detector [18] is adopted, due to its robustness. Furthermore, the experiment was repeated with 
respect to the upper-body image only, to further investigate the effect of body-features on the recognition 
accuracy. The same CNN model was tested on a subset of the selfie dataset, which has been processed using 
Viola and Jones face detector. The model accuracy was 87.5% for facial images and 88.8% regarding upper-
body images, as shown in Figure 13. This result emphasizes the importance of the facial area and its richness 
with features, followed by the upper body importance to identify gender. 
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An effective deep learning approach for human gender recognition from selfie images was 
introduced in this paper. Selfie images are captured by normal users for themselves any time/where in  
real-life environment, which makes them highly unconstrained. The presented CNN model achieved 89% 
accuracy considering the selfie dataset and 100% on other common benchmark datasets, i.e., LFW. This 
performance was achieved by harvesting a knowledge transferred from the ImageNet dataset to enrich the 
network performance. However, the network had to include extra layers and conduct complete training 
epochs that lasted for more than two weeks even with such transferred learning. Following such exhaustive 
training the network had learnt numerous image components, i.e., edge patterns and color blobs, which are 
extremely important in detecting features of input images and correctly classifying its respective gender. The 
paper also conducted an extra analysis to determine the importance of various selfie image components, e.g., 
cropped face and upper body only. 
Future work will mainly include addressing three problems. The first is improving the accuracy 
through constructing other different CNN models. The second is minimizing the required resources utilized 
by the proposed CNN approach. The final is expanding the analysis of the selfie images dataset to other soft 
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